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INTRODUCTION
This article describes how the SPEAR program can be used to produce either Short Hybrid Samples or longer
recorded samples from recordings where noise is at an undesirable level. The use of other free or inexpensive
programs available from the internet, used in related steps in the process, is included in the description.
There are two main ways of making audio file samples for the “virtual” or “computer” organs which use
soundfont techniques: using actual recordings or using synthesized sounds. I have written what follows with the
aim of encouraging computer organ developers to use a method which, I believe, incorporates the best aspects of
both. Short Hybrid Samples are very economical in terms of the demands placed upon the computer and the
sound engine, they can be made successfully from even quite mediocre recordings, and yet they can deliver a
very good sound.
The Short Hybrid Samples I have been making consist of what is almost a recording of the attack phase of a
pipe sound, combined with a synthesized “steady-state” section of fairly short length, the latter section having
an almost completely unvarying waveform. The total length of the final sample is usually about 0.5 or 1 second.
The attack section sometimes consists of an actual recording, if the quality of the recording process happens to
be good enough. Otherwise, it also may be synthesized, but in a way which retains most of the harmonic
components present during the attack phase, along with whatever frequency and volume variations those
components are undergoing during that time. It is almost all there, except for noise components, which may be
due to the motor/blower noise, air hiss from leaks in the organ, organ action noise, air noise as part of the pipe
speech, and noise introduced by deficiencies in the recording process, including whatever spurious sounds are
occurring in the environment, be they acoustic or electromagnetic. Such unwanted noise can be quite a problem
with most, if not all, computer organs, because noise present in the samples becomes overemphasized as more
notes are sounded together. There are computer programs which are capable of reducing such noise to a
manageable level, but their use may also remove some of the sound which one may desire to reproduce. The
method being described does retain some of the noise in the attack section, if desired, but at a controlled level.
The steady-state section of a Short Hybrid Sample is certainly synthesized, but the synthesis process delivers an
extremely accurate version of the average harmonic spectrum of the pipe sound, based on the original recordings
made. The looping of the sample is done within the steady-state section, and because its waveform is almost
completely unvarying, the process of allocating “perfect” looping points is very simple indeed. In most cases,
the final sound gives no evidence whatsoever of looping.
There remain two significant issues: the existence of a sterile steady-state (i.e. looped) section, and a complete
absence of noise in the looped section. To my ears the first is a much more important issue, and in the
instruments I have developed so far, I believe the issue has been rescued by judicious use of the “Earlwood
Wobble”. The result is good, rather than totally authentic. This effect is easily applied, drawing upon the
standard soundfont potentialities. Some air noise is desirable, and I believe that satisfactory (again, good if not
altogether authentic) air noise can be provided using the soundfont techniques. For technical reasons I think it is
preferable to have the noise as a separate soundfont “Instrument” which is mixed with the primary sound of the
looped section at the Preset level, rather than being part of the primary samples. (This requirement does not
apply to noise which belongs to the attack section of the sample. As already mentioned, the methods I describe
make an attempt to retain a controlled amount of air noise in the attack section.)
Enough information is given in this article for anyone with basic computer knowledge to make Short Hybrid
Samples or longer recorded samples successfully. The quality of the result will depend, of course, on the quality
of the pipework which has been recorded, but the techniques described do make possible quite some “polishing
up” of the sounds. Success is attainable even when an undesirable amount of noise exists in the original
recordings. A large number of steps are involved in making these samples, but they are not complex steps, and
so what is needed is not skill so much as patience.
The SPEAR program itself has limitations, as would be expected from most analysis-type processes in
computers. It cannot be expected to deal properly with situations where the noise level is so high that wanted
components are “submerged” beneath it. It is important when using it to identify the point at which it is
beginning to “lose its way”, and not to use it beyond that point. It is therefore recommended that “doubtful”
components not be selected for inclusion in the audio files re-constituted by SPEAR. The indication of such
components in the display is fairly obvious: harmonic lines which depart markedly from “straight”. (The
presence of transient components in the attack, which are seen to depart from straight lines in the display, is not
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necessarily a problem, as this will not form part of the looped section of the sample). It is recorded samples of
some seconds in length, which are envisaged in making this warning. The issue can also be identified when
playing a re-constituted file to check on the sound. Weird, unnatural sounds are quite obvious, especially at the
tail end of the sound, where the recording now consists of reverberation. As the level descends into inaudibility,
the sound descends into strange “wails”. For this reason, the use of SPEAR is not recommended for the
production of “wet” samples, or of release samples.
The following method describes steps I have found to be successful. The treatment is very comprehensive, to the
point that seasoned users may regard all the detail as somewhat tiresome. However, my aim is to be as inclusive
as possible, and not to allow inexperience to deter anyone from achieving success. A certain level of computer
knowledge does have to be assumed, however, along with a working knowledge of the “Audacity” program. The
steps outlined below were performed using Windows 7.
CLEANING THE SAMPLE
1.

2.
3.

Create a WORK folder for the rank, for example “A Principal4WK”. For reasons of convenience, you
should place this folder in the Local Disk (C:) directly, i.e. without it being within some other folder, if
possible. You should include the “A” at the start of the folder name so that the C: list will place it near
the top of the list, and there is a reason of convenience for this also.
Copy the Original Recording file you wish to work on, into the WORK folder. Open it with Audacity.
Remove DC Offset, if necessary, using Normalize (do not set amplitude). Now save this as a .wav file,
using “File”, “Export” (shortcuts recommended), making sure that it saves to the current WORK folder.
If you retain the existing file name, then to the prompt window, click on “Yes” to replace, and then
“OK”, or press <ENTER> twice.
If you are making Short Hybrid Samples, it is probably a good idea to check the pitch of the original
recordings at this stage. Choose two or three notes in the middle octave, and check their pitch with a
program that indicates divergence from the equal temperament standard, in cents, if available. Work out
an average figure, and retune the Original Recording File using the Audacity Speed Change (“Effect”,
“Change Speed”). This effect is described in detail on Page 18 below. Save this file again, as per Step 3
above. Note that extreme accuracy is not needed in changing the pitch at this point, as it will only be
the attack section of the final sample that is affected by this operation. (See “TUNING” Page 29.)
If you are making longer recorded samples, then retuning can be left until after cleaning, but before
looping.

4.
5.

Decide which note is to be worked on (perhaps calling it after the note you are working on e.g. C3).
Write down “C3” on a work running sheet (on paper or in a spreadsheet).
Select the waveform, close to its start, but include 1 or 2 seconds ahead of the start.

6.

Use Amplify (<Effects> <Amplify> )to raise it to -3 dB (subtract 3 dB from the Amplify box
suggestion). Play the selection through a few times, taking note of the nature of the hiss. Decide
whether the recording hiss (which precedes the start of the note) is more obvious than the pipe air noise
itself (once the note starts sounding). Write down some notation against “C3” on your running sheet
(e.g. “R” for recording hiss most obvious, “P” for pipe air noise most obvious, “O” for no obvious
noise).

7.
8.
9.
10.

Do “Edit”, “Copy” (using shortcuts e.g. <Ctrl> <C>)).
Do “Tracks”, “Add New”, “Audio Track” (using shortcuts).
Press <Home>, and do “Edit”, “Paste” (using shortcuts e.g. <Ctrl> <V>).
Remove the top track (Original Recording) to the Task Bar by clicking on the “X” in Track Control
Panel at the left.
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11. Select most of the waveform, avoiding the attack section and the release section.

Use Analyze, and select “Plot Spectrum…”.

If any of the four plot parameters at the bottom differ from the above screen view, bring them into line
with the screen view. Decide which harmonics you will include in your sample. The last one chosen
should be well clear of the noise. In the example, I would choose H1 to H11. Write down on your work
running sheet the entry “H1 to H11”. Put the cursor on the first harmonic and read off the note
indicated at “Peak”, to check that you have the right note. I use the system where Middle C is called
“C3”. The Audacity Spectrum plot would call this “C4”. So when reading off notes using the plot, I
always subtract “one” from the pitch indicated. Note also the pitch at the Peak entry. In the example it
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reads 533 Hz (C5). Write down “533 Hz” on your sheet. Note the pitch slightly higher than the last
harmonic chosen, and write this on your sheet. In the example, I would choose 7 KHz.
If the Spectrum Plot has the harmonic lines too close to identify them easily, you need to Close the
view and apply a Speed Change (<Effect> <Change Speed…>) to the selection, and repeat Analyze. I
would recommend the following:
Octave Multiply Pitch by
1
4
2
2

Number to use in the Change Speed window
300
100

If you are making a Short Hybrid Sample, click on “Export…”. This will save a text file of the plot,
which you will need to use later. Call it C3. Make sure that it saves to your WORK folder. Any speed
change should be recorded on your work sheet.
Regardless of what type of sample you are making, it is VERY IMPORTANT that you Undo the speed
change (<Edit> <Undo Change Speed>).
12. Zoom 6 or 7 times to allow you to select and delete the opening “noise” from the start of the waveform
to very close to the actual start of the note . You can drag the bottom of the track down, to make the
details clearer. Try to end the delete selection at a zero-crossing point of the waveform. Press <Delete>.

Zoom back to the normal view and then do “File”, “Export” (using shortcuts), save it with its name C3
plus a suffix a (thus “C3a”), firstly making sure that it is being saved into the current WORK folder.
When given the prompt window, simply click “OK” or press <ENTER>. This will be a .wav file.
Minimize the window.
13. Run SPEAR, and open file C3a.wav (i.e. the current file you are working on). Click on Analyze. PLAY
if desired. Decide if you wish to zoom vertically one step to aid in selecting components that are close
together, and if so, click on the top “+” in the bottom right of the screen. (More than one step may
mean that you will have to move the vertical scroll pad more often than is desirable).
Select the Harmonics by clicking on them, holding the <Shift> key depressed. When selected, they will
turn red. Start at the bottom, with the fundamental (i.e. H1). As a rule, select only lines that are long
and fairly straight. (Slight divergences from “straight” and slight breaks are O.K.). Do not select lines
higher than 10 kHz. In the example, I selected all the appropriate harmonics (H1 to H11).
NOTE: Selecting more than one line requires that you hold down the <Shift> key while you select
them. It is O.K. to release the <Shift> key to have a “rest” or to use the mouse to scroll further up the
window, but you must hold down the <Shift> key again before making new selections. If you fail to do
this, you will lose all the selections you have already made. If you are using a laptop, I do not
recommend that you use the touch pad, as it becomes too hard stretching the left hand for long periods.
(Use the USB mouse!)
Read (a) below. You may need to apply the technique described there at this point, even if you are
selecting the harmonic lines one by one. Use <Ctrl> <X> to remove them to the clipboard when you
have finished selecting them.
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If there are many harmonics to be selected (as with reed tones), there is a quicker method which may
be more convenient. Note how long the sample is (for example, it may be 3 seconds). Click on “Edit”
and then click on “Select Partials Below Duration…”. Type in a somewhat smaller duration (in the
example make it 2.5 seconds), small enough to make sure that it will NOT select any wanted
harmonics. Click “OK”. Now click on “Edit” and then click on “Invert Selection”. This should ensure
that the wanted harmonics are now selected. However, it is possible that some adjustments will be
needed:
(a) Sometimes one of the lower harmonics may have a short attack section which SPEAR has
mistakenly separated from the main line. Look for any such instances, hold down <Shift> and use
the mouse left-click to add them to the selection.
(b) The process may have selected some harmonic lines which will need to be discarded because they
are not straight enough. Hold down <Shift> and use the mouse left-click to deselect them.
(c) The process may have selected lines which are obviously not harmonic lines. Hold down <Shift>,
the use the mouse left-click to deselect them.
Note that (b) and (c) above may appear to be somewhat laborious, but they may still involve less work
than having to select each of a multitude of harmonic lines.
When you are satisfied with your selection, you should use <Ctrl> <X> to remove the harmonics to the
clipboard.
14. Click on the Frequency Region Selector (H) in the Tools window. Use it to select all low frequency
components you wish to remove. I would routinely make this everything below H2 in pitch. (In the
example, I place the cursor at about 1 kHz, and doing a select by holding down the left mouse button, I
drag the cursor down to the bottom of the plot. All those components show as red. Press <Delete>.
Repeat the process for all high frequency components you wish to remove, only this time you must
drag the cursor up to the top of the plot. As a first choice, I would select all pitches higher than the 7
KHz already written down on the work sheet. (You may choose to reduce the range in a later step). You
may find that SPEAR has left you looking at the top of the frequency range. To return to the areas of
interest, press <Ctrl> <Home>.
15. Click on the Time Region Selector (I) in the Tools window. Use it to select components to be removed,
according to where they exist on the time scale. SPEAR allows you at this stage to select not only
components which exist “later” than some specified point in time, but also any leading section of such
components which may precede the specified point. To catch those leading sections (and I normally
wish to do so at this stage), you need to hold down <Ctrl> before making the selection. In the example,
I set the cursor at 0.5 seconds, hold down <Ctrl>, and doing a select by holding down the left mouse
button, I drag the cursor across to select all components that are “later” than 0.5 seconds. These appear
in red. Press <Delete>.
It remains now to prune the noise components which still exist on the plot. 0.5 seconds is too long, and
you can verify this by pressing the space bar and listening to the sound. (To enable this, you must click
on the left-hand time scale line of “0”.) My practice is to reduce the attack noise components to 0.1
seconds. Click on the plot at 0.1 seconds. If you want accuracy in doing this, you can zoom the time
scale by clicking twice on the lower of the “+” buttons in the bottom right-hand corner, or by holding
down <Ctrl> and pressing the computer Right Arrow key a few times. Select all components “later” in
time than 0.1 seconds using the former procedure, but without pressing down the <Ctrl> key, and delete
them.
At this point I would return the harmonics to the plot by pressing <Ctrl> < V>, and listen to the result.
Before doing this, the cursor MUST be placed on the left-hand “0” scale line. If I feel that the attack
noise components need to be further pruned, I would move the harmonics back to the clipboard by
pressing <Ctrl> <X>, and use the Frequency Range Selector to reduce the frequency range to be
retained. It is possible also to reduce the time duration of 0.1 second to some lesser amount, by using
the Time Region Selector again.
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16. When satisfied, firstly save this window as a .sdif file with “File”, “Save” (using shortcuts, and
checking for current WORK folder) and with the name C3sp.sdif. (This file may be useful if at a later
time you wish to make adjustments). I suggest also writing on your work sheet the frequency range of
the Attack noise components retained in Step 15.
17. Do “Sound”, “Synthesize to New File” (perhaps using shortcuts).
18. Save this as C3sp, making sure it goes to the current WORK folder. This will be a .wav file.
19. Close the SPEAR windows, until you see a clear SPEAR screen, and minimize it so that it is ready for
use with the next note.
20. The next stage is to produce a combined waveform sound consisting of the SPEAR version along with a
modified version of the original recording. The sound of the SPEAR version on its own can be
disappointing in various ways, especially in the part after the attack has sounded. This perhaps is less
important in the case of Short Hybrid Samples, but it is essential to add to what SPEAR has produced if
we are making recorded samples of some length. The original recording does, of course, contain noise
components which may be excessive, and so it has to be modified in order to bring those components
down to a useful level.
21. If you are not now seeing the Audacity screen with the work you did in creating file C3a (for example),
you may need to retrieve it from the Task Bar. Drag the track back to normal size, if necessary.
Do “File”, “Import”, “Audio” and import C3sp.wav (for example). Use shortcuts.

22. Select the top track by clicking on its Track Control Panel at the left. Decide if Low Pass filtering is to
be applied. If you have “R” against “C3” on your work sheet, then it may be desirable to apply some
filtering. Apply Audacity Low Pass filtering with a slope of -24 dB per octave, and a crossover
frequency set at the high frequency written down on the work sheet (7 kHz in the example) in Step 12.
(This is to reduce the level of the recording hiss). If instead you wrote “P” or “O”, it is probably not
necessary to apply any Low Pass filtering.
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To reduce effectively any motor noise, apply Audacity High Pass filtering with a slope of -24 dB per
octave and a crossover frequency of H1, as written down in step 12 (533 Hz in the example). Using
this crossover frequency may actually drop the level of H1 in the top track waveform by about 3 dB. If
you have any reason to think that this is undesirable, you will need to change the crossover frequency
to 0.5xH1 instead (i.e. 266 Hz in the example). If you decide subsequently in listening to the final
result that motor noise has not been satisfactorily reduced, there is no harm in applying a second or
even a third operation of High Pass filtering, but with these repeats, the crossover frequency should be
0.5xH1. You should take care that these further operations do not raise the waveform level into
clipping. (You can always resort to “Edit”, “Undo”.)
23. Find the level adjuster in the Track Control Panel of the top track. Drag it to the left until it indicates
-18dB or -15dB. Then click on its “mute” pad. Play the sound by pressing on the keyboard Space Bar,
and as the note sounds, turn the mute off and on in order to hear the level of the noise you are adding to
the SPEAR sound. Adjust the level adjuster until the noise becomes only just audible, or set it to some
higher level if that is your choice (especially if you wrote down “P” for that note). It is usually better to
err on the side of caution, here. You may need to adjust the level of the top track in this manner a few
times before you are satisfied.
24. Do “File”, “Save Project As”, calling it “C3b” (shortcuts recommended), and making sure that it saves
into the current WORK folder. Before you do the save, make absolutely SURE that the top track is not
still muted. This will be an Audacity .aup file. If you are given a prompt window, click on “Copy All
Audio into Project (Safer)”.
Do “File”, “Export” (shortcuts recommended), and save it with the identifier “bb” (e.g. C3bb), making
sure that it saves into the current WORK folder. The identifier indicates that not only has SPEAR been
applied, but it has been further processed to add in slight noise. This will be a .wav file. Click on “OK”
in the prompt window.
25. Do “File”, “Open” for C3bb.wav (using shortcuts), select the whole waveform, and amplify it to -0.5
dB (i.e. use 0.5 dB less than the amplification suggested in the Amplify box). Do “File”, “Export”
(shortcuts recommended), saving it with the same name. In the prompts, click “Yes” to replace, and
then “OK” or press <ENTER>.
26. Close the window and click on “NO” if asked about saving changes. When closing down at the end of
any work with Audacity, always click on “NO” when asked whether changes should be saved, unless
you have a clear reason for doing otherwise.
If you are making recorded samples of some length, then at this point you have finished the cleaning
steps for the sample you have been working on. It remains to tune the sample (if necessary), and to
loop it, before it can be imported into a soundfont. (See “TUNING” on Page 29.)

COMPLETING THE SHORT HYBRID SAMPLE
If you are making Short Hybrid Samples, then it still remains to synthesize the looped section and to
combine it with the attack section. The steps which follow describe how all this can be achieved.
27. Using your spreadsheet program (I recommend Gnumeric – see Page 29 below), open the .txt file
created by the Audacity Analyzer Spectrum Plot (“File”, “Open”). In the example this is “C3.txt”. Click
on “Spreadsheets” in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen, and then click on “All Files”. Open
the .txt file.
28. In Column B, look for the first cell with a higher level than the cells above and below it. (In this
example, cell B7). Select Columns A and B, from and including Row 7, continuing right down to the
bottom of the occupied cells. (Select cell A7 and cell B7 with the mouse, hold down <Shift>, and press
both <Ctrl> and <End>. If you find that Column C has also been selected, then hold down <Shift> and
use the computer Left-pointing arrow to unselect Column C). Click on “Edit”, and then on “Copy”.
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29. Open the WAVEFORM1.xls file (“File”, “Open”).
Do an “Edit”, “Paste” to cell F6.
If you did a speed change when analyzing this file, then <Delete> the entry in Cell C1 and insert the
Multiplier used (e.g. 2 or 4).
Do a “Save As...”, with “SS” as a suffix, indicating “Steady State” (e.g. C3SS), making sure that it
saves into the current work folder.
30. Scroll across to the right.

a)

If cell S6 reads “100”, and if no cells close below it in Column S are also showing “100”, Enter the
harmonic numbers into the appropriate cells in Column R.

e.g. “2” into R12
“3” into R18
“4” into R24 etc.
In some instances the numbers in Column Q will not be whole numbers.
Make a mental note of whatever the pattern may be.
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e.g.

3.75 indicates Harmonic 4,
4.75 indicates Harmonic 5,
5.75 indicates Harmonic 6 etc.

But later the pattern may shift somewhat:
10.5
Harmonic 11
11.5
Harmonic 12
12.5
Harmonic 13
13.5
Harmonic 14
14.75
Harmonic 15
15.5
Harmonic 16
Sometimes there will be “spurious” numbers in some of the Column S cells in between the legitimate
numbers, and you must ignore them.
Not all the sequences will be as easy to spot as this one. Note that any harmonics in the sequence that
are missing, up to the highest harmonic you have decided to include, in Step 11 above, will need to be
inserted in Column R, and given the value in Column S of “0”. Save the file again (“File”, “Save”).
Select Columns T and U from Harmonic 1 down to the last Harmonic you decided upon.
Do an “Edit”, “Copy”.
b)

If the Harmonic 2 value in cell S12 is “100”, then it means that Harmonic 2 is almost certainly higher
in level than Harmonic 1. (Occasionally it may be that Harmonic 3 is higher, and for reeds it may be
Harmonic 5 or Harmonic 6, etc.).
What you must do is scroll back horizontally, and examine Column G. Look for the cell there with the
highest level (remember, for example, that “-20” is higher in level than “-22“), and note its Row
Number. You are going to have to change the formula in cell L4. Activate and press key F2 in order to
make the change.
Suppose, for example, that Harmonic 2 is the highest level found in Column G, and that it appears in
cell G12. You must therefore change the formula in cell L4 from “=G6” to “=G12” and press “Enter”.
Now you will return to examine Column S, and you should find that cell R6 is now less than “100”,
and cell R12 alone is “100”.
You should now follow the procedure in 30 a) above.
31. Do a “File”, “New”.
Do an “Edit”, “Paste Special...” into cell A1 of the new file. With this you will see a dialog box. Click
“As Value”, “OK”.
If Columns A and B require no editing (normally they don’t), do a “File”, “Save As...”, making it a
CSV file. (Click on the File type scroll arrow to select “Comma separated values (CSV)”, choose the
current work folder and type in the desired name. Again use “SS” as a suffix - e.g. C3SS.CSV - and it
won’t do any harm to nominate the .CSV extension).
Click “Save”. AdsynDX will use this .CSV file to create the Steady-State .wav file to be used in
Audacity to make the hybrid sample .wav file.
32. At this point I also make up a CSV file if the stop being worked on will be given the “Earlwood
Wobble” functionality. It normally means deleting Harmonics 2 to 4, and any greater than Harmonic 9.
I select the first group and then <Delete>, and then the second group and <Delete>.
I then do a “Save As…” to the current work folder and use “W” as a suffix – e.g. C3W.CSV
33. When closing the spreadsheet files, they can be closed without saving, as the main SS.xls or
SS.gnumeric file has already been saved near the end of Step 30 a) above.
34.
To download

WAVEFORM1.xls File
-

http://home.exetel.com.au/reimerorgans/ART/WAVEFORM1.xls

I have saved it as a Read-only file, but you should check to make sure it still has this property after you
have downloaded it. It is important that it is not subsequently changed inadvertently. If you have access
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to the calibration plot of the microphone you use for your recordings, then you will want to enter those
details, in which case you will of course have to change the Properties, or save it with a new name. You
will also need to select Column J, starting at Cell J6, and selecting down extensively, preferably to Row
257 (make sure that you hold down the <Shift> key), and then a “Fill” and “Autofill” on the selection.
In Gnumeric these functions are accessed by clicking on “Data”. Having entered those details and
performed the fill on Column J, however, you should Save the file and then adjust the Properties so that
it is restored to a Read-only property.
The following details should allow you to understand what is going on in this file, and to make your
own adjustments and use it successfully:
Columns A and C are where you enter your microphone response details, Hz/dB down (negative values
indicate a peak in the microphone response). What you see there initially are the details for my
microphone, and I have left them there to assist you to make appropriate range changes to the formula
in Column J (by a process of comparison), after you have deleted my details in Columns A and C and
inserted your own. I recommend that your plot should be as fine as + or - 0.5 dB over the frequency
range which your microphone manufacturer may have given you. You should also be generous in the
number of “points” you include as you cover the frequency range. (Look at Columns A and C to get the
idea. The large number of points ensures greater accuracy in the spreadsheet calculation process).
Column B is a processing column which you do not need to modify. It is related to the value in cell C1,
and the term “Speed Multiplier” is actually referring to that value. The value is normally “1”, but in the
case where during the Audacity processing of the waveform you needed to Change Speed in order to
get a good plot of the Analyzer results, then you should change the cell C1 value to whatever the Speed
Change was (usually 2 or 4). Doing this will alter the values showing in Column B, which is necessary
to keep the microphone response corrections in line. It is all done for you.
Regarding Column J, what I have done there is to delete the whole column except for cell J6, which
contains the formula. After you have modified the formula to point to the range of your figures in
Columns B and C, you need to do a Fill for Column J, filling in the formula, going all the way down to
Row 257. (This has already been mentioned in the first paragraph of this section, above.)
If you have no microphone details to insert, then you can ignore all the details in the previous three
paragraphs, as no corrections will be made to your figures, and there is nothing you have to do. Putting
in a new “Speed Multiplier” value, for example, will have no effect.
Columns D and E are used by the formula in Column P to convert dB’s into percentage values, and you
don’t have to do anything with them.
Columns K-P are calculation columns which deliver the Harmonic/Percentage values in Columns Q
and S. Because the Audacity Analyzer has “set” frequencies which may or may not coincide exactly
with the actual frequencies of the harmonics, the harmonic values in Column Q will often be slightly
out. That is why it is necessary for you to insert integer harmonic values in Column R. It is also
possible at times, that non-harmonic values (due to noise?) turn up in Columns Q and S, which means
that you have to use your judgment in deciding to ignore them.
35. The next step is to use the AdsynDX program to create .wav files from the CSV files which were
made at Step 31 (and perhaps Step 32). See Page 13 below for a description of this program. I normally
save the .adx files created by the program, along with the .wav files, all into the current work folder. In
the example, I would call the .wav file “C3SS.wav” or “C3W.wav”.
36. Use Audacity to open the C3a.wav created in Step 12 above.
37. Import the C3SS.wav file (created by using AdsynDX). Use “File”, “Import”, “Audio” (shortcuts
recommended).
38. Select the main part of the upper waveform, well clear of the attack, and do “Effect”, “Amplify”
without actually implementing the Amplify. Note the suggested amplify figure, and click on “Cancel”.
The figure in the example was 6.2 dB.
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39. Select the whole lower waveform. The aim is to set its level to that measured in Step 38. Subtract
0.4 dB from the figure, resulting in 5.8 dB. Then reduce the level of the lower waveform by that
amount. To do this, select the whole lower waveform, click on “Effect”, “Amplify”, double-click on the
suggested figure and type in -5.8 (in this example) and click on “OK” or press <Enter>.
40. Decide how long the “recorded” attack section is to be. I have found that the longer you make it,
the harder it is to crossfade in the steady state section convincingly. In the example, I would make the
attack section 0.1 seconds long, with the crossfade section also 0.1 seconds long. This will preserve the
opening “ramp” of the attack. Note on your work sheet these two values.
41. Reduce the length of the upper waveform to match approximately that of the lower waveform.
(Select from about 0.25 second to the end, and <Delete>). Zoom out perhaps two clicks, click on the
“Skip to Start” icon (or press <Home>), and select the top waveform from 0.1 to 0.2 seconds. Do
“Effect”, “Fade Out”.

42. Prepare to zoom the display with two clicks. Before clicking, place the cursor on the waveform
approximately at 0.2 second. Doing this should give you enough room and visibility, after zooming, to
place the cursor about midway between the end of the fade-out and the start of the unfaded tail. Mark
that point by doing a click, then hold down <Shift> and press <End>. This selects the whole tail. Do
“Effect”, “Amplify”, type in -50 and click on “OK” or press <Enter>. (If you suspect that -50 dB
attenuation will not be enough, you will need to repeat the operation).
43. Repeat this process by selecting the lower waveform from 0.1 to 0.2 seconds, and do a “Fade In”.
You will need to apply a -50 dB attenuation to the portion ahead of the fade-in, in a similar way to what
was done in Step 42. Resist any thought of doing a Delete in these two steps (especially in Step 43. In
Step 42 it may not matter).
(In the screenprint that follows, ignore the fact that the deletion of the tail end of the upper waveform
from 0.3 second was not applied.)
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44. Place the cursor at about the midpoint of the crossfade region and zoom a few times until the
waveforms are well magnified. The goal will be to ensure that the two waveforms are in good phase
with each other.

45. Choose a zero-crossing point in the top waveform and select across to a corresponding point in the
lower waveform, as shown in the picture above. This suggests that the lower waveform is “lagging” the
upper by that amount. (Although in this example, the waveforms are remarkably dissimilar.) Note
further that sometimes it is obvious from the display that one of the waveforms needs to be inverted. I
would normally do this inversion to the top waveform (select the whole upper waveform and do
“Effect”. “Invert”).
46. Use a pen and a piece of cardboard (I use a piece of paper folded over four times) to record the
length of the lag. Click on the “Skip to Start” icon (or press <Home>) and while holding the card in
place “over” the lower track, select a region (by means of the mouse) equal in length to the lag. Press
<Delete>. (This must be done without making any change to the Zoom.)

47. Reduce the Zoom to normal display. Select the lower waveform by clicking on its Track Control
Panel and press the keyboard Space Bar to hear the result. (In the example, the sound was very
satisfactory.) Do a “Save As” to the current work folder (“File” and “Save Project As”, but shortcuts
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recommended), giving it the suffix “c” – thus C3c. Also export the .wav file to the current work folder,
using <File> <Export> (shortcuts recommended), giving it the name C3cc.
48. Open file C3cc.wav and amplify it using the suggested figure, or preferably 0.5 dB LESS than that
suggested. Save this without changing the filename. This file is now ready for looping, after which it
can be imported into the soundfont file.
Most of the programs I have used at various times to make samples are described below. If you are not
familiar with using the programs already referred to, what is written below may serve as tutorials. I
have also written a detailed description of the use of the Viena soundfont editing program. Viena can be
used to incorporate the samples into a soundfont to be used in an actual jOrgan disposition. There is
other relevant information, which can be accessed on my website:

http://home.exetel.com.au/reimerorgans/jOrgan_Index_Page.htm

USE OF ADSYNDX
This section describes what I have found useful in AdsynDX when making samples for soundfonts, and makes
no claim for completeness or optimal use of AdsynDX. My use of AdsynDX has been confined mainly to mono
.wav files, but stereo .wav files can also be created. AdsynDX may have been released in various versions, and
so the precise details here may vary from what you are using.
One great asset of this program is that it can import CSV files containing all the harmonic spectrum information
gained from the Spectrum plot of the Audacity Analyzer, and processed using spreadsheet techniques to convert
that information from dB levels to percentage levels, which is the format required by AdsynDX. It means that
the user does not have to spend countless hours getting personally involved in all that kind of detail. In addition,
there appears to be no limitation in practice to how many harmonics one can include in the sample waveform
produced by the program.
The following is the dialog window for setting up a new waveform. It may appear when running the program
instead of the main window, and in my case, is what I would use anyway. To bring up the main window, click on
“OK”. If you then click on “File”, “New”, you will be returned to “Wave properties”, which is where you need
to be to create a new waveform.
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My usual procedure is as follows:
1. Click on “Note”.
2. Select the desired note and its pitch. (The Octave numbering here, I would call “non-standard”. I use the
system which regards Middle C as C3. When using AdsynDX, we need to add "2". So for Middle C, one needs
to select Octave "5" and then Note "C".) Click on “OK”.
3. For Wave Duration I always use 1 second. Do a double-click on "2.5", and type "1".
4. For Channels, I select “1 (Mono)”.
5. For Default amplitude envelope, I select “Organ (on/off)”.
6. For Initial timbre, I select “From file”.
7. Click “OK”.
8. Double-click on the CSV file you wish to import. (You may need to navigate to the folder where it resides.)
The main window should now appear. (When using AdsynDX under Linux Ubuntu and with Wine, at this point
the waveform is sounded, but not subsequently, even when desired. The program is meant initially for Windows
XP and the Direct Sound driver, which is how I normally use it. However, I think one can use it successfully
with Linux, as long as one does not expect its Play function to behave itself. For my particular use of it, it is not
crucial to hear the waveform at this stage.)

9. Click on the Play icon if you wish to hear it (it may work for you).
10. It is not necessary to save an AdsynDX file of the waveform, but I think it is good practice. Click on “File”,
“Save As..” and save it with an appropriate filename and in a designated folder.
11. Save the audio file, again with an appropriate filename etc. This is what will be used to make the looped
section of your sample, with the help of Audacity.
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FOOTNOTE: Slight anomalies at high frequencies make looping of the .wav file created by AdsynDX more
difficult. I recommend going no higher than C6 (of fundamental 2093 Hz), or even C5, if the highest note to be
used does not exceed C7 in pitch. This is no great disadvantage, as the sound engines can do appropriate pitch
conversion for higher notes, in actual use of the samples. You may also choose to use AdsynDX to create a
waveform one or two octaves lower in pitch than wanted, and then use the Audacity Speed Change to bring it up
to pitch. This process may avoid some of the anomalies.

USE OF AP TUNER

Although this program is not free (some users might even regard it as over-priced), its features make it an
invaluable tool for judging the pitch of recorded samples. The fact is that real pipes can vary in pitch fairly
randomly by plus or minus a few cents over a short time period, and because of this the average pitch may be
hard to determine using a “meter” display. But AP Tuner offers also a graphical display which can record the
pitch variations over a period of a few seconds. I have found that by using this display, one can determine the
average pitch confidently to within plus or minus 0.25 cents.

The above screenprint was obtained by playing a pipe sample using Audacity, having opened AP Tuner. The
vertical “column” at the left of the meter reading window is actually a level control, and waveforms being
measured for pitch should have a level which exceeds the mark halfway up the column. The appearance of that
window in the printscreen can be disregarded inasmuch as the meter shows the current reading, and at the time
the printscreen was made, the wave had stopped playing. However, the graphical display is another matter, as it
shows against time (in seconds) the pitch measured. It is this record which makes the program such an asset for
measuring the average pitch of real pipes.

USE OF AUDACITY
This section describes what I have found useful in Audacity when making samples for soundfonts, and makes no
claim for completeness or optimal use of Audacity. My use of Audacity has been confined mainly to mono .wav
files, but you will probably find that other audio formats can be handled by Audacity also. Audacity has been
released in various versions, and so the precise details here may vary from what you are using.
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Main window (using Linux Ubuntu), after opening a
file:

The commands along the top bar become visible (at least with Ubuntu) by placing the mouse cursor over it.
I shall identify the elements in the tool bar at the top, mainly the ones I use:
(From the left): PAUSE, PLAY, STOP, START of track, END of track, RECORD.
(Next to the right): “I” Selection Tool and below it, Zoom Tool.
(To the right of “I”): Envelope Tool.
(Further to the right): Loudspeaker symbol - controls level of sound sent to the loudspeaker.
(Further to the right): Microphone symbol - level of input from the microphone, and should be set to minimum
in case the microphone is active. (However, this would be an issue only if you are actually recording something
other than via the microphone, and this lies outside the scope of this article).
I tend to use the Edit command rather than the icons below the loudspeaker/microphone controls.
Note that “START of track” and “END of track” can be achieved by pressing <Home> or <End> respectively.
At the left of the display is the Track Control Panel, which I shall refer to as the “TCP”.
If you click on the TCP “X”, the track will disappear. It is not closed, but is simply removed from the display. It
can be retrieved by “Edit”, “Undo Track Remove” (Hold down Alt, then press E, U).
If you wish to select some portion of the track for some processing (e.g. copying, or analyzing just that section,
or otherwise processing it), use the mouse, holding down the left button as you select the required section by
moving the mouse sideways. If this is a portion you wish to delete, you can then simply press the Delete key. To
select the whole track, click in the TCP, a little to the right of “32-bit float”. If you then wish to de-select the
whole track for some reason, click anywhere on the track itself. Try to avoid clicking anywhere on the vertical
Volume scale area (at the right-hand edge of the TCP), unless you wish to zoom vertically. If you wish to undo
such zooming, use a right-click (or more than one) on the vertical scale area.
It is not necessary to use the PLAY icon to play the track. Pressing the keyboard Space Bar will start PLAY, and
pressing it a second time will end it.
I have found a number of effects invaluable in creating samples. Firstly, you must select the portion of the track
you wish to apply the effect to. (Often this will be the entire track). Then click on “Effect”, and select the
required effect. After applying any effect, if you don’t like the result or have made a mistake, it is a simple
matter to undo the effect immediately. Click on “Edit”, “Undo....”. Alternatively, hold down Alt, and press E, U.
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AMPLIFY
This is an effect you will make much use of. Audacity suggests a figure (in dB) to apply, which will result in a
maximum-level just short of clipping. If you have not ticked the “Allow clipping” box, Audacity will not allow
you to enter a higher figure of amplification. It is, of course, possible to enter a lower figure than that suggested,
and it is also possible to enter negative values of dB, if you need to reduce the volume of the wave being
processed, but only to a limit of -50 dB. To apply what you have nominated, click “OK” or press “ENTER”.
CHANGE SPEED
This effect should normally be used in preference to “Change Pitch”, as it merely transforms the pitch, and
involves less digital processing than required by “Change Pitch”, and hence less likelihood of degrading the
sound.
To set the amount of pitch change you must use an unusual format:
To raise the pitch, calculate the desired pitch as a percentage. Subtract “100”, and enter the result into the dialog
window. So if you want to raise the pitch two octaves (i.e. x4), 400-100=300. Enter “300”.
To lower the pitch, calculate the desired pitch as a percentage. Subtract it from “100”, and enter the result into
the dialog window, but PRECEDE it with “-”. So to lower the pitch two octaves (i.e. x0.25), 100-25=75. So
enter “-75”.
To apply the pitch change, click on “OK” or press ENTER. (This normally applies, and I shall not repeat it).
FADE IN AND FADE OUT
These are often applied to two waveforms appearing in two separate tracks, by selecting the region over which
the Fade is to take effect, and then clicking on Effect and then on “Fade In” or “Fade Out”, according to what is
needed. The region will usually be identical for each track. Fade Out normally leaves the unselected region
following the selected region unaffected, and you will usually need to deal with this by making a selection from
shortly after the Fade Out region through to the end of the waveform, deleting that region, and finally doing a
zoom in order to remove accurately the small part of the waveform that has not yet been deleted. Before you do
this, you may find it desirable to delete the end of the waveform beyond the selected region, in order to avoid
some unnecessary zooming. Fade In likewise leaves the unselected region AHEAD of the selected region
unaffected, and you will usually need to deal with this also.
I have just described this as “deleting” the unselected region, but sometimes it is preferable to apply an Amplify
of -50 dB (for example), instead. This will often be the case with the “Fade In” waveform, as you may want to
retain its position in time, relative to the other waveform. (If -50 dB is not enough to achieve your purpose, you
will need to apply it a second time, which effectively decreases the level to zero.)
INVERT
As the name suggests, this effect inverts the waveform, and there are times in making up samples when it is
useful to apply this. It does normally need to be applied to the whole track.
NORMALIZE
I have usually applied this effect, but only with the “Remove any D.C. offset” selected. However, in some cases
it may be useful to select also the “Normalize maximum amplitude to:” and then enter the desired level. In my
case this will often be “-3 dB”, which gives some headroom when processing the files.
HIGH PASS FILTER
I have made much use of this effect. A high pass filter leaves the level of sounds of frequencies above the cutoff
frequency (called the “pass band") largely unaffected, but attenuates the level of sounds of frequencies below
the cutoff frequency (called the “stop band” or “attenuation band”). In general terms, applying high pass
filtering to a sound will make it less “weighty”, as the lower order harmonics (which includes the fundamental)
are suppressed somewhat.

Three filter parameters may be adjusted:
Rolloff (dB per octave), which is the rate at which the level of sounds in the stop band are attenuated.
Filter quality [q] for 12 dB per octave rolloff, which I have usually left unaltered.
Cutoff frequency [Hz], which is the frequency that marks the end of the pass band and the start of the stop band.
In most filters there will be some nominal but probably small attenuation at the cutoff frequency.
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LOW PASS FILTER
This effect is also important. Its behaviour is the opposite of the High Pass: the pass band applies to frequencies
BELOW cutoff, and the stop band to frequencies ABOVE. In general terms, applying low pass filtering to
sounds makes them less bright, as the higher order harmonics are suppressed somewhat.
The same three parameters are offered, and their description matches that given above.
OTHER EFFECTS
Audacity offers many other effects, but I have not used them in sample-making. I did tentatively look at the
Noise Removal effect, but did not get it to work to my satisfaction.
There are three other commands in the tool bar which have an important place in making samples:
TRACKS
This command allows you to add further tracks to the screen, which you may sometimes need to do. In my case
I have only needed to use mono tracks. To add a mono track, click on “Tracks”, “Add New”, “Audio Track”.
Windows allows you to do this simply with Hold down Alt, press (in turn) T, N and A. The version of Audacity
which comes with my Ubuntu installation does not allow this shortcut, so the mouse has to be used. (A stereo
track can be added by Hold down Alt, T, N and S.)

GENERATE
This command allows you to generate an audio wave of specified type and duration, including white, pink or
brown noise, some of which is valuable for synthesizing air noise. Before activating this command, it is often
necessary to set up a new track to receive it, and then click to the right of “32-bit float" in the TCP to make it
clear to Audacity which track the generated waveform is to go to. I normally apply some amount of filtering to
the white noise. Note that this command also allows you to generate tones of various waveform types, pitch and
volume (amplitude), all of which you can specify.
ANALYZE
This is a key command used in sample-making. It produces a chart showing the levels and pitches (frequencies)
of the harmonics of a selected portion of the wave being investigated. Audacity offers a variety of analyzer
types. I think the default is the “Hanning” and I think it is the one I tend to use. The differences between them is
beyond the scope of this article, if for no other reason than my own ignorance.
To activate this command you must firstly select the portion of the waveform you wish to analyze. This will not
normally be the entire track. Then click on “Analyze”, “Plot spectrum”.
The resulting chart is a good approximation of the average harmonic spectrum of the selected portion of the
wave. The actual frequencies shown on the chart are fixed within the program rather than indicating the precise
frequencies of the harmonics, but they are close enough to serve our purpose. Two sets of readings are displayed
when the mouse cursor is placed “under" and in line with a harmonic: “Cursor” and “Peak”. For consistency I
tend to look at the “Peak” readings only.
Here is a typical chart, with the cursor placed under the fundamental (i.e. the first harmonic):
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I have found that using the Analyzer on notes of low pitch produces an unsatisfactory chart, as the harmonic
“lines” are too close together. There is an easy workaround: after selecting the portion of the track to be
analyzed, use the Change Speed effect to bring the frequency into the “3rd octave of the keyboard”, i.e. within
262-523 Hz. So for Octave 1 sounds, multiply the Speed by 4, etc. After you have done your analyzing,
remember to Undo the Speed Change, which otherwise will remain on the portion of the track you have
analyzed.
The Analyzer chart has a function which I have used constantly: “Export”. Clicking on this allows you to save
the chart data into a text file in whichever folder you designate. This provides you with a permanent record of
the data, and it is in a form which is readily convertible into a CSV format (Comma Separated Variable) suitable
for being opened in a spreadsheet program. I have found this ability invaluable when making samples.
USE OF THE ZOOM CONTROL
The Zoom Control allows you to examine the waveform in greater detail, by lengthening the Time Scale. Click
on the Zoom Control icon, and then click anywhere on the track. You can click virtually any number of times
until you reach the degree of “magnification” you are seeking. To reverse the zoom, you will need to right-click
anywhere on the track the same number of times.
To resume normal editing, you will need to click on the “I” icon.
USE OF THE ENVELOPE CONTROL
This is a very important Audacity function. Its operation needs a bit of practice on your part before you become
adept at it. Click on the icon, and you will be able to place envelope markers onto the waveform, which you can
then move in order to shape the volume envelope to some desired form. This section uses the example of
making ramps, but actually if it is ramps you need to make, it is better to use the Fade In and Fade Out effects,
as described in the section which follows.
Take a look at the screen shot on Page 1. This indicates a ramp of 60 milliseconds, which I applied using the
Envelope Control. Let me take you through the steps, which will begin by placing five envelope markers onto a
waveform which starts abruptly:
1.

Apply the five markers by clicking on the horizontal line which the Control has added along the top of
the track, at points approximately 0, 15, 30, 45 and 60 mSec. It is easier to do this if you have firstly
applied one amount of zoom. After applying the zoom, it is important to click on the “Start of Track”
icon (or press <Home>) so that you are viewing the track at its start.

2.

Notice that the process of adding the markers has “dropped” the horizontal line slightly at the locations
of the markers. This is of no real consequence, as you will be dropping all of them except the fifth one
anyway. It is good practice before doing anything else, to restore the fifth marker to its “top” position,
by placing the mouse cursor on it, holding down the left button, and using the mouse to “raise” it.
Then use the mouse to lower the other four markers to appropriate positions, starting with the first. My
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practice then is to move the fourth marker down, guessing at the correct slope of the envelope. Then the
third, then the second. With a bit of practice, you will soon be producing fairly good straight ramps:

3.

Now you can click on the “I” icon to restore normal editing function.

By the way, when moving markers to their desired position, you will sometimes fail to place the mouse squarely
over the marker, and will inadvertently produce a new marker. This is a nuisance, and my strong
recommendation is to deal with it by clicking on “Edit” and then “Undo”. (Windows, Hold down Alt, E, U.).
This is much tidier, and actually quicker, than dealing with more markers than you need to.
One thing you should realise about the Audacity Envelope function is that it is not totally robust. If you
subsequently edit the track in any way other than Amplify (e.g. by applying some filtering), you are likely to
lose the envelope settings, and will have to do it all over again! This obviously has implications for the order in
which you do various steps in the sample-making procedure. I believe that waveforms shaped by using Fade In
and Fade Out are more robust in this regard. Using these effects is a much better and quicker way of producing
ramps than by use of the Envelope Control. Fade In and Fade Out have been described already on Page 18.
You are not tied down to producing ramps, and you may like to experiment with producing other shapes,
including “tadpole” shapes with a long tail (as Paul Stratman suggests in his sample-making hints). But always
let your ear be the guide, and not necessarily your eye!
TRACK CONTROL PANEL
The Track Remove “X” icon has already been mentioned. A number of functions are accessible by clicking on
the downward arrow icon at the top right of the TCP. The “Move Track Up” or “Move Track Down” are useful
when you have more than one track on the screen, and you wish to re-arrange the order in which they appear
vertically. There are a number of graphical displays of the waveform which look interesting but which I
discovered only in writing this article! To return to the normal display, simply click on the arrow icon once more
and then on “Waveform". There are other functions for manipulating tracks, such as converting stereo files into
separated mono files, and for setting the Sample Format and Rate.
When a number of tracks are displayed, “PLAY” will sound all simultaneously, and the “Mute” icon can be used
to silence its own track, should you need to do this. If “Solo" is used, then only that track will sound.
There is a gain control which applies only to its own track, and this is very useful when making composite
sounds, as it allows easy adjustment of relative volumes. Double-click on it if you wish to make very fine
adjustments or enter a gain value. I have not used the Panning Control (Left to Right), which presumably is
useful when dealing with stereo samples.
Clicking on the Track Collapse Button at the bottom of the TCP reduces the size of its own track, which can be
useful when the number of tracks in the display becomes “excessive”. Re-clicking on it will restore it to normal
size.
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SAVING YOUR WORK
Once you have achieved a satisfactory result, you will want to save your work. I have usually performed two
types of saving when making soundfont samples:
1. Project Saving
When you open a .wav file and process it, Audacity regards what you are doing as a “Project”, and any stage of
working on it can be saved as such (“File”, “Save Project”). In doing so, a data folder and a file are saved into
your designated folder. All tracks in use are saved, and can be retrieved at a later date.
(In theory. Some earlier versions of Audacity did not retrieve all tracks for me, and that data was lost. Perhaps it
works better in later versions. If you want to guarantee that a track will always be retrievable, you may need to
save it as a .wav file, as indicated below. However, that type of saving will not include the envelope markers,
and although the envelope, as saved, will always be retrievable, you will not be able to edit the envelope easily.
If it has been saved as a Project, and then re-opened successfully, you will normally be able to edit the markers
if this is desired.)
The on-line manual for Audacity has some warnings about handling Project files and here is a summary:
a) Each saved Project has a data folder and a file. They must be kept together in the same folder.
b) Do not move or rename Project files manually. Never move, rename or delete any of the files inside the data
folder.
c) The safest way to move or rename Project files is to use the “Save Project As” command.
d) If your computer OS does not show file extensions, it may be advisable to enable this if you can, to help you
keep track of what the files are.
2. File Saving
You will normally want to save your work as a .wav file (“File”, “Export”). A dialog window then appears
which offers various labelling provisions, but all you need to do is click “OK” or press “ENTER”. The on-line
manual advises giving the exported file a name different to the Project File name, in order to save any
confusion. I use some suffix for this purpose (A2b might become A2bb). Note that muted tracks do not get
saved as part of the exported file.
If you subsequently have need to alter that file and re-save it with the same name (which will often be the case),
you will be allowed to replace the existing file in the normal fashion, but with a warning.
CLOSING FILES
Whenever you close files in Audacity you will be given a dialog where you are asked if you want to “Save
changes before closing". You should make it your normal practice to click on “NO”. This seems counterintuitive, but if you have already saved your work (which you will normally have done, unless you are
abandoning what you have been doing), then all is well, and if you “now save changes before closing”, this will
have the effect of altering the original work you opened, which could be quite undesirable.

USE OF ENDLESS WAV 1.092
Initially I did not make any use of this program, but instead used Zero-X Seamless Looper. However this
description of Endless Wave will show that it has a number of advantages over the latter program, at least in
December 2011: it is free, and could still be downloaded from the internet (http://www.bjoernbojahr.de/).
This program was written for use with Windows up to Vista. It performs the operations I need when used with
Windows 7, but I cannot guarantee its operation with other functions. (See Footnotes below). I did notice that
there is a limit to the length of the looped sample it will allow, namely about five seconds.
1.

Use Endless Wav to open a “finished” sample file, waiting to be looped. Click on “Open”, or press
<Ctrl> <“O”>.
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There is a slight delay while the program loads all the .wav files in the folder you have chosen. The waveform of
the file you have opened appears in the waveform window. The window at the right shows initially the
intersection of the Start and End points. If you click on “Tools”, the right-hand window will now show the Tools
Options. Re-click on “Tools” to restore the first view.
Note that the “Help” button is at the bottom right of the main window. It brings up quite a bit of detailed
information.
2. The End Marker is found initially at the far right of the waveform. Drag its “top” icon somewhat to the left, if
you wish to reduce the length of the final sample. (This has been done in the picture above). The program will
truncate (i.e. cut off) anything following the End Marker when the file is saved, and if you wish to prevent this,
you need to untick the “Truncate at end” box. If the waveform is already the length you wish it to be, you
probably don’t need to do anything to the End Marker.
3. The Start Marker is found at the far left of the waveform. Drag its “top” icon across to the right, making sure
it is well clear of the attack section, and so is well within the perfectly regular steady-state section of the
waveform.
4. Press key “S”. The intersection view should now look correct. Press the spacebar to hear the loop, and press
it again to stop the playing.
4.

If you like the result, do a “Save” or “Save As” as required, by clicking on the button in the top righthand corner of the main window. Otherwise you are free to move the markers manually and press “S”
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again, until you are satisfied with the sound.
When using this program under Windows 7, the program will be closed down immediately if you click on the
first red play button (from the left). This action should therefore be avoided.
Loop On/Off can be toggled by pressing key “L”, but I do not understand what is happening, as it doesn’t seem
to make any difference to the sound. Its use is not referred to in the Help text.
One great asset of this program is that it loads all the .wav files in the folder you are working on. If you start
with the first .wav file to be looped, you can access subsequent .wav files simply by clicking on the right-facing
arrow button in the top right-hand corner of the main window. You can therefore process a whole series of .wav
files very quickly, if you firstly copy them into a folder you have created for that purpose, without having to
open each one by typing in its filename. (The example in the picture above is not of that nature). Notice further
that the program provides a File List of the contents of the current folder at the bottom of the main window, and
it highlights the particular file which is currently open. You may have to scroll to see it.
After you have looped and saved all the files in your special folder, you can import them into the soundfont
using Viena. You should use “Save As…” and give an altered filename to show that it has been looped. Also,
make sure that you add the filename extension “.wav” (ignore the quotation marks). Unlike files looped with the
Zero-X Seamless Looper, the files looped with Endless Wav can be used directly in Viena, without having to
increase the loop size by one step.
Unfortunately, Endless Wav appears to be unstable when run under WINE in Linux Ubuntu, and I cannot
recommend that it be used in this way.

USE OF SPEAR
This section describes what I have found useful in SPEAR when making samples for soundfonts, and makes no
claim for completeness or optimal use of SPEAR. My use of SPEAR has been confined to mono .wav files, and
at the point of writing this article I am not sure whether stereo .wav files can be handled. SPEAR may have
been released in various versions, and so the precise details here may vary from what you are using. Since
writing the following description in the first version of this document, I have learned more about the use of
SPEAR, especially the valuable tools which allow one to make special selections of parts of a loaded waveform,
on the basis of either pitch or the position on the time scale. These matters are described earlier on Pages 5-7,
and to some extent what is written there supersedes the descriptions of the use of SPEAR found below.
As far as I am aware, SPEAR does not seem to work in Ubuntu using WINE. I initially used it with Windows
XP, and it works well with Windows 7. I have found it of great use in removing the noise of recordings which I
wish to use for making the attack section of hybrid samples. (In my hybrid samples, a recorded attack section is
blended with a short synthesized looped section, the total sample being about 0.5 to 1.0 seconds long.)
I will take you through the steps I use:
1.

Run SPEAR.

2.

Click on “File”, “Open” and open the .wav file you wish to process. If SPEAR approves of the
file, you will be offered a dialog box. Click “Analyze”.

3.
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You should see something like this:

3. Press the Space Bar to play the file.
4. What you see will be the harmonic components along with noise. The task is to select out the harmonics, and
create a wave file which contains only the harmonics. In the quest for quality of sound, we wish to include as
many harmonics as we can. It is possible to edit out some of the noise, to make the task of selecting the
harmonics a little easier. Steps 5-6 show how this is done. They can be omitted if you wish.
5. Click “Edit”, “Select Partials Below Threshold...”
6. You can use the default “-60 dB”, but its effect may be minimal. I suggest you try “-55”. Press “Delete”.
7. Hold down the “Shift” key and select as many harmonics as you are able identify with confidence. When
selected, they will turn red. As well as identifying them by their heavy colour or their horizontal line, I also keep
track of what frequency to expect. One help with this is to have a calculator close by, into which you have keyed
the approximate frequency of the fundamental (also known as the 1st Harmonic). Then press the calculator “+”
key. As you then press the “=” key successively, the frequencies of higher harmonics will be shown. You may
need to scroll up to select the higher harmonics. (This procedure can be done even with a touch-pad. Use your
left little finger to hold down the “Shift” key, and your left thumb to press the touch-pad left button. Your right
hand will be moving the cursor to each harmonic line in turn, as well as performing any scrolling operations.)
8. Click “Edit”, “Copy”.
9. Click “File”, “New”.
10. Click “Edit”, “Paste”. Press the Space Bar to try out the sound.
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It should look something like this:

11. If it sounds reasonable, Click “File”, “Save As...”, by which you save it as a SPEAR file to an appropriate
folder. (Not essential, but good practice).
12. Click “Sound”, “Synthesize to New File”, and do a “Save As...”, by which you save it as a .wav file to an
appropriate folder. This will be used as the attack section of the hybrid sample.
13. You will need to close a number of windows. None of these really needs to be saved, but it may be advisable
to save the original window in the form it had after Step 8, if there is any suggestion of not being satisfied with
the .wav file you have produced at Step 12. This may reduce the work involved in having another go at it.

USE OF ZERO-X SEAMLESS LOOPER
This section describes what I have found useful in this program when making samples for soundfonts, and
makes no claim for completeness or optimal use of it. My use of it has been confined to mono .wav files, but I
think that stereo .wav files can be handled. The program may have been released in various versions, and so the
precise details here may vary from what you are using. In fact the program is no longer available from the
internet, and I include this description mainly for completeness. “Endless WAV” seems to be a very attractive
alternative. And there are certainly others available.
I have been using the program in Linux Ubuntu under WINE. Previously I used it with Windows XP. At the time
of writing this article, it works for me with Windows 7, but without sound. That does not disqualify its use, but it
is certainly inconvenient not being able to check the quality of the looping immediately.
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1.

Open the file to be looped.

2. Drag the End Marker (at the extreme right) leftwards to about 500 mSec.
3. Select an area clear of the attack section.
4. Click on “Loop”, “AutoLoopStart” (or Hold down Alt, press “L”, “T”), for automatic choice of the
Start Marker position.
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5. To hear the looped sound, click on the Loop icon (oval with two arrows), click on the icon to its right (which
ensures the the attack section also gets played), and click on the Play icon. To stop, click on the square Stop
icon.
6. To crop the waveform, click on the waveform about one full cycle after (to the right of) the End Marker, and
select from this point to the end of the display using a mouse drag operation. Click “Edit” and “Cut” (or Hold
down Alt, press “E”, “T”).
7. Place the mouse cursor just to the right of what is now the end of the waveform, drag it left to select the
WHOLE waveform (“drag” it off the screen to make sure you get it all).

8.Click ”Process”, “Normalize”. If the “Maximise level” is 0 dB, click “Apply” (or Hold down Alt, press
“P”, “N”, “A”). This will amplify the waveform to just below clipping.
9. “Save As...” to your designated folder, with an appropriate filename.
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USE OF SPREADSHEETS
Spreadsheet techniques play a vital part in the making of Short Hybrid Samples, specifically in creating the
short steady-state, looped sections. They make it possible to import the harmonic spectrum information derived
from use of the Audacity Analyzer, into the AdsynDX synthesizer program, without the developer having to get
involved in all the details. The Audacity Analyzer Spectrum plot can be exported as a text file, which the
spreadsheet program Gnumeric can import with very little effort required on the part of the developer. MS Excel
can also import such a file, although it does require just a little more work to do this. I have made up a
spreadsheet file, “WAVEFORM1.xls”, which transforms the component frequency/dB information from that
text file into Harmonic Number/percentage values, which is the format required by AdsynDX. It can also make
corrections to compensate for the response curve of the microphone used in making the recording of the tones
used, if that information is available.
The use of Gnumeric has already been described on Pages 8-11 above in the example of making a Short Hybrid
Sample. The screenshots there were all done using Windows 7. The Starter 2010 version of Excel which comes
in Windows 7, can be used, although I think it takes a little longer, because mouse operation seems required at
certain points rather than keyboard shortcuts.

TUNING

The use of a spreadsheet can speed up the process of tuning samples. Before working on a group of samples, I
prepare a spreadsheet with at least 3 columns:
A is given the title “NOTE”. In its cells, in turn, I intend to type in the name of each note being processed (e.g.
C3), starting with the row beneath the Title Row.
B is given the title “PITCH”. In its cells I intend to type in each note’s deviation from standard pitch, in cents. I
normally use AP Tuner to measure this.
C is given the title “CORRECTION”. In the cell directly below the title, I type in the formula
“=–1*B2*0.05946”. (Ignore the quotation marks. This formula assumes that B2 is the cell immediately under
the Title Row. The “=” is used by Gnumeric to indicate that this is a formula.)
I do a Fill on Column C, starting with the formula cell and having at least as many rows as there are samples in
the batch being worked on. In fact it is sometimes convenient to have several more rows than initially needed.
When I enter values into the Column B cells, the spreadsheet places correction numbers in the Column C cells.
Before tuning a sample, I select its Correction cell in the spreadsheet, and copy that value (<Ctrl> <C>). Then
with the untuned sample displayed in Audacity as a .wav file, I select the whole waveform and click on “Effect”
and then “Change Speed”. I then paste the value into its dialog box (<Ctrl> <V>) and press <Enter>. I then save
the file, adding the suffix “t” to show that it has been tuned.
This file is then ready to be looped.

John Reimer, May 2013

